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Rules Of Conduct Cycling Days
We want to be with each other, of course, a sporting and especially pleasant camp. Because we have a
large group, we need to have some things to each other. These are clearly discussed during the WSD, but
to get what to call it:
What the group is concerned:
The manners Cycling Incentive days:
 Respect and accept everyone.


Accept authority, be polite.



Do not hurt each other.



Do not use obscene language.



Make other people’s arguing not your arguing.



Keep out of other people's stuff.



Stay sporty and cozy (also as it once what less)



Make it a party week of.

Look upon arrival on the Board in which room and at which team you are classified. Sign up at team
leader there and you liver there this stuff in:
Health insurance, license, any instructions for use of drugs/diet.
Address to which parents/guardians and phone number.
The registration fee is not refunded if you stay away without valid reason or the cycling week interrupts.
Take good care of yourself and your material.
Pay close attention to your own body care. Shower and/or were you regularly, especially after the end of a
match. Wash your hands before eating. Do not put wet clothes in your suitcase, but this first dry on the
Clothesline in front of the building.
Never go somewhere without first against someone of the leadership to say. We need to know at any time
of the day where everyone is and what they do. This is for everyone's safety.
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If you need someone at night, you go to one of the team leaders. The others let you sleep.
At as little as possible on the dorm, this is to sleep or to dress up. Keep the beds clean so there also no
food or drink.
On other people's room do you not come.
Go to sleep on time, and not disturb others in their much needed sleep.
Leave "D´n Hazelaar" not without vote of the leadership.

What the accommodation and environment:
Keeps you on the House rules of D´n Hazelaar
Make sure that the surrounding environment (people and animals) do not nuisance of us has.
Do not make any furniture and/or beds/Mattresses out.
Let lamps burn and not unnecessarily taps unnecessarily open.
Let no mess behind. Keeps the location clean and save the nature around
"D´n Hazelaar".
When using emergency exits (other than in an emergency) and leaving "D´n Hazelaar" without the
consent of the lead and not listen to warnings is possible removal of the cycling week.
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